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Your child may want to read something that everyone reads at school, an old favorite they've read a hundred times before, or something you wouldn't have chosen for yourself: another book about a pony or a football player's biography you've never heard of. Giving your child a free book choice is a great
way to create excitement about reading. If your child tends to want to read the same books over and over again, it can be difficult to balance your child's encouragement to read outside the box with allowing them to choose their own books. The best course is to strive to combine old favorites and exciting
new ideas. Don't tell your child they can't read a book they've read multiple times - but be sure to point out new titles that can appeal. 4. Listening to audiobooks Listening to audiobooks together can work well (even better when it plays with a sacred tablet or smartphone). It may be curled up before
bedtime, but it can also be in the car or at home while you are getting ready for school. Take a look at the free audiobooks in our e-book library for inspiration. 5. Keep reading aloud to your child, perhaps already a free reader, but there are still many benefits to reading aloud to your child. Reading for your
child gives them the opportunity to listen to books that they may not be able to read on their own. This includes books that take too long for their current level of endurance reading, books with tricky vocabulary, or books that introduce concepts that benefit from discussions with adults. It also gives you a
lot of chances to talk about books with your child, and guarantees some time together. Learn more about reading aloud to older children in James Clements' blog, Carry on Reading Aloud. If your child is a reluctant reader, try meeting them halfway. Maybe you read a page to them and then they read the
page for you. Or, you read one chapter, then they read the next few about yourself and then you read another. 6. Use photos to tell stories For young children, photography provides a great opportunity to practice understanding skills. This can also be true for children as they get older and become more
confident readers. Blog: Photobooks for older readers Talking about what happens in the picture, what the characters may think, or what might happen next. You can use a photo or picture yourself, or an illustration from a picture book, a non-fiction book or a comic book. Many popular children's books
have illustrations as part of the story. 7. Reading between the lines Talking about stories, poems and information books can help your child understand books in different ways. It's not just about what happened or who did what. about what the book means to your child and whether they think they are any
less obvious values that the author wants us to spot. Some Some necessary in order to make this site function properly. They are installed by default, and while you can block or delete them by changing your browser settings, some features such as the ability to log in to the website won't work if you do
so. The cookies you need on this website are as follows: the 'sessionid' token is required to log on to the website, and we also use the 'crfstoken' token to prevent a cross-site request being spoofed. We use Matomo cookies to improve website performance by capturing information such as browser types
and devices. The data from this cookie is anonymized. Cookies are used to help distinguish between people and bots on contact forms on this site. The cookie is used to store your cookie preferences for this website. Cookies that are not necessary for the website to operate, but which provide additional
functionality, can also be installed. By default, these cookies are disabled, but you can choose to include them below: Tree Dressing Day Understanding resource based on Tree Dressing Day with extension... More Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Understanding Reading Processes of Life and Living Things Summer
SolsticeSy of four activities based on the summer solstice in ... More Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Understanding Reading Physical Processes Comparison Giants Such look at how BFG compares with other giants. Just... Read more Y3 Y4 Reading Understanding Matilda quizSor your class to remember key facts and
events from... More Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Reading Understanding Understanding SettingsConsize the techniques that the author uses to create exposure. Taken... Read more Y5 Understanding Reading Seasons Fast quiz First Ten chapters. Includes cheat sheet teacher and bingo ... Read more Y5 Y6 Reading
Understanding These reading call mats provide a quick burst of understanding of practice, perfect for morning work, short reading session or even spark interest in classic text. Each mat contains a brief excerpt from the classic text with a number of reading-related questions, focusing on key output
reading skills, finding information and using language. There are seven packages available, each using three classic texts. Click on each link To find them: Pack 1 Invisible Man HG Wells, Charles Dickens's Christmas Song and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Mark Twain Pack 2 Kidnapped by Robert
Louis Stevenson, Oliver Twist Charles Dickens and Time Machine HG Wells Pack 3 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Lewis Carroll, Dracula Bram Stoker and Dog Baskervilles Arthur Conan Doyle Verne, Travel Gulliver , Railway Children E Nesbit and Dr. Doolittle Лофтинг Pack 6 6 Oz L Frank Baum,
five children and his E Nesbit and Wind in the Willows Kenneth Graham Pack 7 Treasure Island By Robert Louis Stevenson, Great Expectations Charles Dickens and War of the Worlds by HG Wells 2 (en) Increase understanding with song songs to go their way through THE SATs with Matt Dix's guide to
using popular music to improve children's literacy skills. By carefully selecting 10 famous songs for his class, Matt broke each one into four separate reading insights: search and recording, contextual clues, output and independent evaluation. First, they read the words and annotated them; then listened to
the song, learned and sang a chorus or two; and then they crack with understanding. Read how you can do the same here. 3 see Use Hello Adele to understand on a similar note, Shareen Myers composed in Adele as TA during the day and shows you how to do the same while looking at the lyrics to one



of her big hits. Check out her guide here. 4 cm. Robert Louis Stevenson poetry understanding These reading problems provide a rapid burst of understanding of practice, perfect for morning work, a short reading session or even spark interest in classical text. Each section contains a classic poem by
Robert Louis Stevenson - From the Rail Wagon, My Shadow, Land of History-Book - with a number of issues related to reading the challenge focusing on key output skills, finding information and using language. Check it out here. 5 to 5 euro Hermelin: The Great Mouse Detective KS1 book theme Boost
output and insight with Mouse Detective Mini Gray in this free theme book KS1 from Judy Clarke. Get this resource here. 6 to 6 euro Laika: The First Dog in Space - Popular Science and Understanding Issues for KS2 This KS2 resource includes a non-fiction text on Laika - the first living creature to be
sent into space, and can be used as part of a guide reading session or as a homework assignment. It includes 12 questions of understanding, covering different data search reading skills, output and vocabulary use to help improve students' literacy skills. Get it here. 7 cm. Solar system, while in space,
this resource contains information about eight known planets and five dwarf planets, and can be used as part of a session of controlled reading or as a homework assignment. It includes 12 questions of understanding, covering different skills of reading data search, output and use of vocabulary. Find it
here. From 8 to 8 euro Moon landing understanding sheets a little closer to Earth, this non-fiction information text covers Neil Armstrong and Apollo 11 landing on the moon, and is perfect for KS2. Again, the sheet contains 12 questions of understanding to search for data, output and vocabulary. Click
here for this. 9 cm. Mystery of the history of Pai Corbett There's more to Corbett's story than the first seems at first glance - children will have to read carefully to reveal their themes. Read history as a class, gather ideas, use reading understanding to unearth mystery, dramatize history and write your own
versions, modeling structure and themes. This resource includes Pai's original story and the accompanying ideas of activity. Download it all here. From 10 to 10 euros Free Sheets understanding Beano This resource of understanding comics is great for reluctant readers and more cursory students alike,
helping children familiarize themselves with the narrative structure and once this knowledge is embedded it can be conveyed in more stretching contexts. It includes three Beano comics, three sheets of questions about understanding reading, comic puzzles for working on narrative sequences and an
empty comic template. Download it here. From 11 to 11 euros James and giant peach lessons use Alison Dawkins three lesson sequences, inspired by James and the giant peach, to develop the fluency of reading, understanding and immerse children in the joy of Roald Dahl's language. Lesson 1 looks
at Chapter 19 and expressive and executable readings. Lesson 2 looks at character tips in Chapter 20. Lesson 3 examines the vocal intonation and expression of chapter 21 reading. All three have the ability to write up too. Take them here. In here. reading comprehension worksheets ks2 year 6. reading
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